Novel free-form hohlraum shape design and optimization for laser-driven inertial confinement fusion
I. INTRODUCTION
Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is a process whereby nuclear fusion reactions are initiated by heating and compressing a fuel capsule containing a mixture of deuterium and tritium, which can be extracted from seawater. 1 Currently, the research on ICF is very active and fruitful, as ICF can potentially generate clean, safe, and economic energy without pollution. Laser-driven ICF, wherein many laser beams are directed into a hohlraum, which is coated with a high-Z material, such as gold, through two laser entrance holes (LEH), and the laser energy is then converted into X-rays to drive the implosion of the centrally located fuel capsule, which is also considered promising. 2, 3 To implement the nuclear fusion, we must restrict the asymmetry of the radiation flux reaching the capsule to less than 1% and maintain the drive symmetry to the greatest extent possible throughout the implosion process. [4] [5] [6] In addition, a sufficient drive temperature of the capsule from the X-ray and a smaller laser plasma instability (LPI) are required to sharply compress the fuel capsule. 4 Because the drive temperature is inversely proportional to the area of the hohlraum wall and the drive symmetry is directly related to the diameter of the hohlraum, the hohlraum shape significantly impacts the drive performance and must be delicately designed. 7, 8 The hohlraum is usually designed with a cylindrical shape and extensively researched because it can be easily manufactured, and it is currently selected as the main shape of the ignition target for the National Ignition Facility (NIF). 9, 10 It has been reported that over 80% of the laser energy is converted into soft X-rays by the wall of such a cylindrical hohlraum, and only a small portion is converted into M-band X-rays. [8] [9] [10] [11] The inner beam propagation in cylinders with CH capsules requires a high wavelength difference for a strong cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) to achieve adequate symmetry. 12 To improve the energy-coupling efficiency 13 and reduce the need for a strong CBET, a series of hohlraums are proposed with spherical [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or rugby shapes, such as an ellipse, 8 a parabola, 13 or an arc with a large radius. 22, 23 The resulting drive temperature and symmetry have been significantly improved. 13, 20, [23] [24] [25] Further, a new hohlraum shape described by the Lame curve 14 was recently proposed by varying the order of the rugby shapes to improve the drive performance; it has been reported that the energy coupling efficiency, radiation symmetry, and LPI can also be improved. The shapes of the designed hohlraums are represented by explicit functions such as f ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx=aÞ k þ ðy=bÞ k À 1, and only three parameters ða; b; kÞ can be optimized, which limits the potential for improvement in the hohlraum performance. Therefore, a new shape representation is required to achieve the optimal hohlraum design along with a considerable improvement in performance.
In the field of computer graphics and computer-aided design (CG/CAD), the non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) model is widely used to represent and model products, and it is the standard representation form for most modern CG/CAD software. The NURBS is defined with an order, a B-spline shape function, control points, and weights, which can be tuned to model complex shapes and precisely represent conic curves and surfaces. 26 Such uniform representations and shape definitions with more parameters allow greater freedom in specifying the hohlraum shape for experimental design and optimization.
To obtain an optimal hohlraum design, we must evaluate the drive symmetry and temperature of the capsule, as the laser ablation, laser-plasma interactions, and X-ray transport from the hohlraum wall to the inner fuel capsule are very complex, involving intensive kinetic and hydrodynamics equations. This yields some difficulties in the practical ICF experimental design, and in practice, simple mathematical models such as view-factor codes are usually applied to estimate the radiation flux on the capsule, especially for the preliminary design and optimization of thermonuclear target structure and shape. 27, 28 Therefore, view-factor-based models are applied in this study to evaluate the drive symmetry and temperature of the capsule.
Owing to the significance of NURBS-based hohlraum shape design and view-factor-based hohlraum performance evaluation, in this study, we present a novel free-form hohlraum design and optimization approach based on the NURBS with the following advantages:
(1) Such a design approach enables all available hohlraums to be uniformly represented, constructed, and optimized over a kind of shape representation. (2) The additional form control parameters of the NURBS, such as the control points, B-spline shape function, and weights, not only have obvious geometric significance but also provide greater design freedom to obtain a more optimal hohlraum design than the fixed conic or Lame functions. (3) Any hohlraum shape can be designed and optimized for a typical laser facility, such as Shenguang III, OMEGA, NIF, or LMJ, with a balance between the drive temperature and symmetry achieved by transforming the two-objective problem into a constrained single-objective problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the mathematical background of the freeform shape hohlraum representation based on the NURBS, the drive symmetry and temperature evaluation, and the hohlraum shape design and optimization approach to achieve a balance between the drive symmetry and temperature. An experimental example is validated in Sec. III. A discussion of the coupling efficiency and symmetry and plasma-filling for the cylindrical and rugby-shaped hohlraums is presented in Sec. IV. Finally, we summarize our findings in Sec. V.
II. BACKGROUND OF FREE-FORM SHAPE HOHLRAUM DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
To build a free-form shape hohlraum and optimize its parameters, we seek to achieve a balance between the drive symmetry and temperature. To accomplish this, we introduce in this section the mathematical background of the NURBS representation, view-factor-based radiation computation of the drive symmetry and temperature evaluation, and shape optimization procedures.
A. NURBS-based free-form shape representation
In the fields of computer-aided design and computeraided manufacturing (CAD/CAM), complex free-form shapes such as curves and surfaces are typically represented using the NURBS. Free-form curves are easily understood and are the bases on which free-form surfaces are constructed. Here, we introduce free-form curves and then surfaces based on the NURBS representation.
NURBS based free-form curve representation
To clearly introduce NURBS curves, we first consider the form of B-spline curves as
where CðuÞ is a B-spline curve, u is a parameter defined over a parametric domain, k is the order of CðuÞ (k ¼ 2 for conic curves and usually k ¼ 3 for most free-from curves in CAD/ CAM), P i are the control points defined by ½ x y z T , n is the number of control points P i , and B i;k ðuÞ is the B-spline shape function with order k, determined as
In Eq. (2), u 0 , u 1 , …, u n , u nþ1 , …, and u nþk are nondecreasing numbers that form a knot vector u to define the B-spline shape function from 1 to k, i.e., B i;1 ðuÞ, B i;2 ðuÞ,…, B i;k ðuÞ, whose dimension is n þ k þ 1. A high-order B-spline shape function B i;k ðuÞ can be iteratively computed from lower-order B-spline shape functions. The distribution pattern of u can lead to various types of curves, including uniform B-spline curves, quasi B-spline curves, and nonuniform B-spline curves.
By tuning the control point set P, order k, and knot vector u, we can construct complex curves for industrial applications. However, such a method cannot accurately represents the conic curves used in shape design, such as circles, ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas. Thus, a weighted B-spline curve or NURBS is given as
where w i is the weight for the control point P i , which is a nonnegative number, and enables the curve CðuÞ to accurately represent conic curves. We represent the usual conic hohlraum shapes, for which n ¼ 2, using the NURBS as follows:
For a hohlraum with an order k ¼ 2 and 3 control points, the NURBS-based curve definition can be described as follows.
As shown in Fig. 1 , D is the diameter of the hohlraum, LEH is the diameter of the laser entrance holes, and L is the length of the hohlraum. Because the typical shape of hohlraums is a conic curve, only three control points are required: P 0 and P 2 are the endpoints of the curve and P 1 is the intersection point of the two tangent vectors for P 0 and P 2 . The knot vector u is ½ 0 0 0 1 1 1, as the curve is tangent with the control polygon formed by P 0 ; P 1 ; P 2 , which can be used to define B-spline shape functions as follows:
Fixing the weight as w 0 ¼ 1 for the control point P 0 , we easily compute the weights w 1 and w 2 , as shown in Table I .
With the estimated parameters in Table I , we can compute a point on the curve using Eq. (3) for any parameter u 2 ½0; 1 and then plot the curve as shown in Figure 2 for D ¼ 2 mm, LEH ¼ 1.1 mm, and L ¼ 1.67 mm (spherical hohlraum) or 3.6 mm (rugby shape, cylinder, ellipse, or parabola).
By varying the control points P 1 and weights fw1; w2g, we can also approximate the other types of curves, such as Lame curves, 14 with very few errors.
In Fig. 3 , we see that the Lame curves with the order k ¼ 2 are accurately represented using the NURBS; as described in Eq. (4), the deviation (measured as the rootmean-square error, i.e., RMSE) of the NURBS curves from their implicit form is zero. The NURBS representation of a Lame curve with the order k ¼ 1:8 closely approximates its implicit form; the RMSE error is less than 3:0 Â 10 À4 . The RMSE is 0.0036, when k ¼ 8:75; in this case, because the order is significantly higher than that in Eq. (4), it leads to the NURBS under-fitting the Lame curve. Hence, more control points or a higher order is required to accurately represent these curves.
NURBS-based free-form surface representation
Using the NURBS-based curves, we obtain a profile of the hohlraum and then sweep the profile along its y-axis to construct a closed surface for the hohlraum. The surface is a tensor form of Eq. (1) and has the form
where ðu; vÞ is a parameter defined over the domain ½0; 1 Â ½0; 1; P ij are the control points; m; n are the numbers Hohlraum shapes NURBS defining parameters
of P ij along the u and v directions, respectively; w ij is the weight of the control point P ij ; and B i;k ðuÞ and B j;l ðvÞ are B-spline shape functions with orders of k and l, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 , a free-form surface is represented using the NURBS. The control points are indicated by the blue dots in Fig. 4(a) , which form a control polygon enclosing the surface tightly, enabling the flexible modification of their locations and weights to obtain a desired shape for high performance, e.g., the improved radiation symmetry or drive temperature of the centrally located capsule.
B. View-factor-based radiation flux and drive temperature computation for fuel capsule
We can subdivide the NURBS-based free-form hohlraum shape into quasi-uniform mesh elements using available mesh generation algorithms and map the laser energy onto the mesh elements intersecting with the laser spots, as shown in Ref. 29 . Using the mapping laser energy and discrete mesh elements, we can compute the radiation flux reaching the capsule from the walls of hohlraums with viewfactor models, as view-factor-based models are practical for the preliminary design and optimization of thermonuclear target structures and shapes.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the radiation transport between two mesh elements r i and r j can be calculated using the viewfactor function F ji
where r i and r j are the two mesh elements; P i and P j are their centroids; and n i and n j are their normal. According to the viewfactor function for the radiation transport computation between two mesh elements, there are various models for computing the radiation flux distribution on the capsule and the hohlraum. 29 A time-independent energy balance model is given in Ref. 30 , in which the emission energy, absorption energy from other mesh elements, and source energy directly converted from the lasers are balanced for each mesh element. This can be written as
where E i is the source energy of the ith mesh element converted from the lasers; a i is its albedo and a constant, which can be obtained using a radiation-hydrodynamics simulation program such as HELIOS; 31 F ji is the view factor between the jth mesh element and the ith mesh element, which can be obtained using Eq. (7); A j is the area of the jth mesh element; and S j and S i are the emitted radiation energies of the jth and ith mesh elements, respectively. Because a i is a constant, the energy-balance equation is linear and can be solved using the mathematical linear equations solving package LAPACK. 32 Using the computed re-emitted radiation flux of the discrete elements for the fuel capsule, we can easily compute the drive energy with a scalar 1=a i for the ith mesh element (a i is its albedo). Then, the drive temperature for a mesh element and mean drive temperature of the capsule can be easily obtained as
respectively, where S i is the radiation flux of the ith mesh element, a i is its albedo, r is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T i is the drive temperature of the ith mesh element, and T r is the mean drive temperature of the fuel capsule, i.e., the radiation temperature.
C. Drive symmetry evaluation for spherical capsule
Using the computed radiation flux S i for any mesh element on the spherical capsule from Eq. (7), we can evaluate the radiation symmetry. Letting ðh i ; / i Þ be the spherical coordinates of the ith mesh element, r i , and Sðh i ; / i Þ ¼ S i be the computed radiation flux of this element, we can transform Sðh i ; / i Þ into the spherical harmonics domain as follows: 
where
where Dh and D/ are the minimal angles to subdivide the capsule over the domain Xðh; /Þ ¼ ½0; p Â ½0; 2pÞ, and m is the total number of discrete elements. With the spherical harmonics Y k l ðh; /Þ and their coefficients C k l , we can evaluate the radiation symmetry for the spherical capsule using the RMSE, r rms , or non-uniform radiation parameters r l ; l ¼ 1; 2; …; 10. Such radiation symmetry parameters can be obtained as follows:
where I C ¼ f P m i¼1 S i A i =4pr 2 g and r is the radius of the spherical capsule.
D. NURBS-based free-form shape hohlraum optimization
As discussed above, the typical hohlraum shape is determined to have an order of k ¼ 2 and n ¼ 3; we select the NURBS curve defined in Eq. (4) to represent this hohlraum shape. To build a hohlraum, the parameters ðD; L; LEH; y 1 ; w 1 ; w 2 Þ must be determined. Because the output laser energy and the laser beams' layout are fixed for a given laser facility, such as Shenguang III in China, the diameter of the capsule and LEH are constant, and only five parameters ðD; L; y 1 ; w 1 ; w 2 Þ must be determined by optimizing the drive symmetry and temperature of the capsule. The optimization process is illustrated in Figure 6 .
As shown in Fig. 6 , any candidate design point for the parameters ðD; L; y 1 ; w 1 ; w 2 Þ can be uniformly sampled from their domain; such points are used to construct the hohlraum shape for the laser beam pointing, mesh element generation, and incident laser energy mapping. Using the view-factorbased model from Sec. II B, we can calculate the radiation flux on the fuel capsule. With the computed radiation flux for each element of the capsule, we can evaluate the radiation symmetry and drive temperature according to the equations in Sec. II C. By comparing the resulting drive symmetry and temperature, we can find an optimal design point. This optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
find : D; L; y 1 ; w 1 ; w 2 & arg min r rms arg max T r s:t: :
FIG. 6. Hohlraum shape optimization process.
Equation (14) indicates that there are two optimization objects: the drive symmetry r rms and temperature T r . We know the following: (1) if the size or area of a hohlraum shape is increased, the volume of the hohlraum tends to increase, and the resulting drive symmetry will improve, but the drive temperature will unfortunately decrease; and (2) if the size or area of the hohlraum shape is decreased, the drive temperature will increase, and the drive symmetry will worsen. Therefore, it is not easy to achieve an optimal balance between the drive symmetry and temperature.
As discussed in Ref. 5 , the drive symmetry is very important and should be kept less than 1 % in the laser drive inertial confinement fusion. Thus, we can transform the optimization objective "drive symmetry" into an explicit constraint. Then, the problem can be transformed into a single optimization objective problem as find : D; L; y 1 ; w 1 ; w 2 arg max T r s:t: :
r rms t%;
where t is the threshold of the drive symmetry constraint, which can be 1 or less. By adjusting the value of t, we can determine a near-optimal hohlraum design with an improved higher drive temperature and symmetry within a reasonable interval.
III. FREE-FORM SHAPE HOHLRAUM DESIGN EXAMPLE
To validate the NURBS-based hohlraum shape design, we select a hohlraum to be designed for the Shenguang III laser facility with high laser energy. On the basis of the NURBS representation, an optimized hohlraum can be obtained and compared (Fig. 7) .
The Shenguang III laser facility will be completed in China by the end of 2014 and will be equipped with 48 laser beams having a 0.351-lm wavelength designed in four cones (28.5 , 35 , 49.5 , and 55 ) and two energy outputs: one with $60 kJ of total energy for a 1-ns pulse width, and the other with $180 kJ of total energy for a 3-ns pulse width. According to the output laser energy, the cylindrical hohlraum and the fuel capsule are designed with diameters of 2 and 0.8 mm, respectively. The hohlraum for the indirectly driven ICF can be designed and optimized using the view-factor model described in Sec. II B. The optimal hohlraums of available shapes are compared in Table II . In the simulation, the laser parameters are considered as 60 kJ of the total energy, with a 1-ns pulse width. Fig. 8 indicate that (1) the drive asymmetry for all of the hohlraums remains less than 1 %, and the drive temperature is highest for the NURBS-based rugby-shaped hohlraum "Rugby_B1" as it has the smallest area, (2) the drive temperature T r is increased by 5-35 eV for the NURBS-based rugby-shaped hohlraums ("Rugby_B1" and "Rugby_B2"), compared with the cylindrical shape, and (3) the drive asymmetry is reduced by 30 % for the NURBS-based rugby hohlraum ("Rugby_B2") with a comparable drive temperature (254 eV). Therefore, we can see that the NURBS-based hohlraum can achieve a significant improvement in performance and can be further improved, as it has an order of just 2 and only 3 control points. More control points can be added to obtain a further improved hohlraum.
IV. DISCUSSION
A slight change in the shape of a hohlraum can improve the performance, as mentioned above. There are three factors impacting the hohlraum performance: the coupling efficiency, drive symmetry, and plasma filling affecting the laser-plasma instability, which depends on the hohlraum shape. In this section, the performance of the rugby-shaped and cylindrical hohlraum is compared.
A. Coupling-efficiency analysis of cylindrical and rugby-shaped hohlraums
The radiation temperature T r is a function of the input laser power and hohlraum size by a simple power balance. The power absorbed by the hohlraum and converted into X-rays is equal to the power used to heat the hohlraum walls combined with the power lost through the holes. In steady-state conditions, with a flat-top laser pulse, for T r $ 200-300 eV, T r is given as follows: 
where T r is the radiation temperature in electronvolts (eV); P L is given in terawatts (TW) for a flattop input laser power pulse shape; A W is the hohlraum wall area in mm 2 ; s is the elapsed time since the start of the laser drive, in nanoseconds; g % 0.8 is the conversion efficiency; and n % 0.8 is the fraction of laser light absorbed. 33 Equation (16) indicates that T r is inversely proportional to A W and that a smaller hohlraum size leads to a higher radiation temperature. The radiation temperature of the rugbyshaped hohlraum is higher than that of the cylindrical one, as the area of the rugby-shaped hohlraum is smaller. We plot the curve for T r vs A W in Figure 9 , utilizing a 60-kJ total energy with a 1-ns pulse width at the Shenguang-III facility, with P L ¼ 60 TW and s ¼ 1 ns. The results of Eq. (16) agree well with the T r in Table II calculated according to the NURBS. Also, as shown in Figure 9 , Rugby_B1 exhibits the smallest wall area; thus, its radiation temperature is the highest.
B. Drive symmetry of cylindrical and rugby-shaped hohlraums
In the traditional hohlraum shape construction, only a few design parameters are used for the shape optimization, such as the diameter and length of the hohlraum, making it difficult to achieve an optimal hohlraum shape with high drive symmetry. Thus, rugby-shaped hohlraums are considered, particularly the recently proposed Lame-shaped hohlraums, 14 for improving the drive symmetry of the capsule.
As discussed in Ref. 5 , compared with the traditional hohlraum shape, the wider space at the waist of rugbyshaped hohlraums causes a higher smooth factor of the inner radiation environment, yielding more uniform drive symmetry of the capsule. This is demonstrated in Ref. 20 for a spherical hohlraum.
Therefore, (1) the NURBS-based Rugby_B1 hohlraum obtains a similar level of drive asymmetry to current shapes, remaining less than 1%, although its radius is identical to that of other rugby-shaped hohlraums; and (2) the NURBSbased Rugby_B2 shape with a larger radius, by modifying its control points, achieves the most symmetric drive and a comparable drive temperature because its shape area is smaller. Such a shape design enables a wider space at the waist of the Rugby_B2 shape, yielding a higher hohlraum smooth factor 5 close to that of a sphere-like hohlraum 20 and having relatively less area. This leads to a superior view-factor-based symmetry that is distinctly different from that of the other candidate shapes. C. Plasma-filling effect on optimal rugby-shaped hohlraum
Because the hohlraum performance may be limited by the plasma filling in its closure, the laser may be absorbed by electrons in the plasma via the Bremsstrahlung process when their density n e ! 0:4n c (n c is the critical density or maximum electron density, which is defined by 1:1 Â 10 21 =kðlmÞ for a laser wavelength k). Therefore, we must use a plasma-filling model to compute n e and evaluate the status of the laser plasma instability. Because n e depends greatly on the laser pulse, wall material, and hohlraum size, the plasma-filling model can be used in the initial design of the hohlraum target. [33] [34] [35] Moreover, the plasma-filling model can be actually applied to the initial design of an ignition hohlraum, although the latter typically uses low-Z gases to suppress the hohlraum high-Z plasma expansion, whereas the former normally refers to the vacuum hohlraums filled with high-Z plasmas owing to laser heating. This is because, according to 2D simulations, the low-Z gases play an important role in suppressing the hohlraum high-Z plasma expansion and improving the radiation uniformity on the capsule during the pre-pulses of the driving laser, but their role can be almost neglected before the very hot and massive hohlraum high-Z plasmas are ablated during the main pulse. That is, the hohlraum filling during the main pulse of the laser heating is mainly caused by the high-Z wall plasmas of the ignition target. Therefore, the initial design of an ignition hohlraum can be obtained using the plasma-filling model. 8 Certainly, to design a suitable hohlraum for ignition, criteria are needed besides the requirement on the hohlraum geometrical factors for the radiation uniformity on the capsule. It is known that when the plasma filling reaches a certain rate, the laser absorption region shifts far from the hohlraum wall, and the hydrodynamic loss and thin coronal radiative loss form the LEH increase rapidly. 33 Typically, n e ¼ 0.1n c is used as a threshold that prevents the laser from propagating into the hohlraum owing to the absorption. The laser is required to deposit near the wall surface for an ignition target in order to obtain the X-ray emission near the hohlraum wall.
By equating the inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption in the laser channel with the electron conduction (losses) away from the channel, one constraint on n e and T e is fixed, yielding
where n e is the electron density in units of the critical density for the wavelength used (3x), T e is the electron temperature in keV, and Z h is the average coronal charge state. Invoking the pressure balance between the hot laser-driven plasma channel and the colder X-ray-ablated wall plasma with an average ion density of n i and a charge state of Z provides another constraint on n e and T e (Ref. 34) 1000n e T e ¼ Zn i T r ;
where the factor of 1000 arises because T e is measured in keV, but T r is measured in eV; and n i has units of critical density. The average X-ray-ablated ion density is proportional to the wall areal mass density ablated by the X-rays divided by the hohlraum radius R (Ref. 
The average laser-heated Au ionization state is given as
Combining Eqs. (17)- (21) 
For a given P L , Eq. (22) can be solved numerically for n e as a function of time, and then Eqs. (17) and (21) can be solved for T e as a function of time. These are plotted in Figure 10 . We define the fill time s F at n e /n c ¼ 0.1, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 10 (a). The shortest fill time is 1.83 ns for Rugby_B1. Therefore, for the 1-ns output of the Shenguang III, the plasma filling is not important for any hohlraum, including the smallest geometry, Rugby_B1, and our NURBS method is applicable. However, for the 3-ns output, except the cylindrical-shaped hohlraum, none of the hohlraums' filling times exceed 3 ns; thus, the gas must be filled in these hohlraums.
When n e < 0.3, (1 À n e ) 0.096 $ 1, and then, from Eqs. 
According to Eqs. (23) and (24), both n e and T e increase as the hohlraum wall areas decrease. By calculation and comparison, it is found that the results of Eqs. (23) and (24) agree well with Figure 10 .
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, a free-form hohlraum shape design and optimization approach is presented to uniformly represent all available hohlraum shapes, such as cylinder, rugby, and sphere. Using the NURBS model, such hohlraum shapes are uniformly and accurately represented for laser beam pointing, radiation transport computation with view-factor-based models, and the evaluation of the capsule drive symmetry and temperature. The order, control points, weights, and B-spline shape functions of the NURBS allow more parameters, i.e., degrees of freedom in the hohlraum shape design and optimization, enabling us to obtain an improved shape compared with the current fixed-shape functions (cylinder, ellipse, or Lame). In addition, such a free-form shape design approach enables more complex and delicate hohlraum design and optimization with a higher drive temperature and symmetry. To obtain an optimal hohlraum shape with a balance between the drive temperature and symmetry, the two-objective optimization problem is transformed into a constrained single-objective optimization problem by setting a threshold on the drive symmetry. Finally, the hohlraum at the Shenguang III laser facility is designed with a free-form shape representation, i.e., NURBS, and then analyzed and compared with the available hohlraums. The results show that the optimal hohlraums, such as Rugby_B1 and B2, are better than the available hohlraums with respect to both the drive symmetry and temperature (by 5-35 eV).
In this study, the order (k ¼ 2) and control points (n ¼ 3) for the hohlraum are very small, and only a simple view-factor based model is utilized, which may limit us in determining the optimal hohlraum shape. As discussed in Sec. II A, more control points and corresponding weights can be added in order to improve the hohlraum shape design freedom and accurately represent more complex shapes. The Lame curve with an order of 8.75 for the hohlraum shape can be accurately represented using a NURBS curve with an order of 3, 15 control points (uniform weights), and a knot vector of f0;0;0;0;0:9;0:9; Figure 11 .
In the future, we can design more complex hohlraum shapes for improved drive symmetry control; for example, the laser spot areas can be designed with a locally concave shape to decrease the LPI, as shown in Figure 12 . Such a NURBS representation enables such shapes to be formed by controlling the locations of their control points. A controlled shape is shown in Figure 12 .
In addition, more physical constraints and complex analysis models can be developed on the basis of such a NURBS representation to obtain an optimal hohlraum design. Actual physics experiments should be performed at the Shenguang III laser facility to further validate the performance of the designed hohlraum. 
